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FINITE TRANSFERABLE LATTICES

ARE SHARPLY TRANSFERABLE

C. R. PLATT1

Abstract. A lattice £ is called transferable if and only if, whenever £ can be

embedded into the lattice I(%) of all ideals of a lattice %, £ can be embedded into

9C itself. If for every lattice embedding/of £ into I(%) there exists an embedding

g of £ into % satisfying the further condition that for x and y in L, fix) e g(y)

holds if and only if x < y, then £ is called sharply transferable. It is shown that

every finite transferable lattice is sharply transferable.

Introduction. A lattice £ is called transferable if and only if, whenever £ can be

embedded into the lattice I(%) of all ideals of a lattice %, £ can be embedded into

% itself. If for every lattice embedding/of £ into I(%), there exists an embedding

g of £ into % satisfying the further condition that for x and v in L, fix) G g(y)

holds if and only if x < y, then £ is called sharply transferable.

The concept of a transferable lattice was introduced in [5], where it was called

Property (P). Sharp transferability was later introduced as a related property whose

characterization might be more tractable and might shed light on transferability

itself. In [3] finite sharply transferable lattices were characterized and in [4] they

were shown to be the same as finite sublattices of free lattices. This paper shows

that the finite transferable lattices coincide with the finite sharply transferable

lattices, thus answering the question raised in [5].

To fix the notation, we recall here some of the definitions from [7]. If X and Y

are subsets of a poset, we say that Y dominates X iff for every x G X there exists

y G Y such that x < v. This is here denoted X «: Y. If £ is a lattice, x G L, and U

is a subset of L, then U is called an £ -cover of jc, if x < V U. If, furthermore,

x 4 « for each u G U, then U is a nontrivial £-cover of x. If U is a nontrivial

£-cover of x with the property that whenever U' is an £-cover of x and U' < U

then U' contains U, then U is called a minimal £-cover of x. A lattice £ is said to

satisfy condition (Rv) iff there exists a mapping p: £ ->u such that, if U is a

minimal £-cover of x and u G U, then p(x) < p(u) for each u G U (here w denotes

the natural numbers). For a finite lattice, condition (RA) can be defined as the dual

of condition (Rv). The lattice £ satisfies condition (W) iff for all a, b, c, d G L, if

a /\b < c V à, then either a <c\J d, b < c\J d, a /\b < c, or a /\b < d. The

result in [3] shows that a finite lattice is sharply transferable if and only if it
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satisfies (Rv), (RA) and (W). We further recall that a lattice is said to satisfy

condition (SF) (sectionally finite) if every principal ideal is finite. It was observed

in [6] that every transferable lattice satisfies (SF).

In a note communicated to the author, R. Freese and W. Lampe, making use of

some unpublished ideas of J. B. Nation, gave a proof that a sublattice of a (possibly

infinite) sharply transferable lattice is sharply transferable. That proof can be

modified to give the following result.

Theorem I. If £ satisfies (Rv) and (SF) and % is a sublattice of £, then DC

satisfies (Rv).

Proof. For x G £ such that [x) n DC ¥= 0, let fix) = A ([*) n %) G DC.

Clearly/ is join-preserving. Let p: £ -»co establish (Rv) for £, and for x G DC,

define

p'(x) = max{p(.y)|/(.y) = x).

If U is a minimal DC-cover of x, choose x0 in £ with /(x0) = x and p(x¿) = p'(x).

Then U is a nontrivial £-cover of x0 since, if x0 < u G U, then x = fix¿) < fiu) =

u by definition of/, contrary to the fact that U is a nontrivial DC-cover of x. Since

£ satisfies (SF), there exists U' < U with U' a minimal £-cover of x0. Clearly

f(U') « U, and x0 < V C. so/(x0) < /(V U'). That is, x < fi\/ U') = V/(i/'),
so, since U is a minimal DC-cover of x, we get U CfiU'). Thus, if w G U, let

m = fiu'), u' G t/'. Then

p'(x) = p(x0) < p(«') < p'(fiu')) = p'(«).       Q.E.D.

Let £ be a lattice satisfying (SF). For X Ç L X w and n G w, let A'(n) =

{jc|<jc, «> G A-}. Call A- c/<we¿ if and only if (Ar(,,+ 1>] Ç Ar(n) for aline«. If

X C L X w, let [[A1]] denote the smallest closed subset of L X u containing X. Let

K be the set of all finite closed subsets oflXu. The following are easily verified:

(i) if X Ç L X <o is finite, then [[X]] G K;

(ii) K forms a lattice DC in which, for X and YinK, XAY=Xn Y and

XVY = [[Xu Y]];
(iii) iflCLXu, then

[[*]]<"> = A-("> u (U(A-(m)|™ >«)];

(iv) DC satisfies (SF).

Lemma 1. X G K is join-irreducible in DC //an</ only if X = [[{<x, rt>}]]/or some?

x C L and n G w.

Proof. By (iii), [[{<*, «>}]] is clearly join-irreducible. If A' G yï, since A" is finite

we can choose <x, n'y & X with n maximal. Obviously X — {<x, /!>} is closed, and

by (ü), [[{<*, «>}]] V (A- - {<*, «>}) = A'. Thus, if AT is join-irreducible, then

X = [[{<*, «>}]].   Q.E.D.
Define, for Í6Í, p(A-) = 1 + m&x{n\Xin) =/= 0}.

Lemma 2. If X = [[{<jc, n>}]] a«i/ IF w a minimal %-cover of X, then p(X) <

p(U)for all U G W.
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Proof. Clearly p(X) = n + 1 and (x,n) G [[U W]]. However since IF is a

nontrivial DC-cover, (x, n> g U W. For (7 G IF, let £/' = [[U n (L X [n + I))]],

and put W' = {U'\U e, W). By (iii), <jc, n> G [[V»F']], so A" < V *"• But

W'<&W, so IF Ç IF'. Since 0 £ IF, clearly p(i/') > « + 2 for all U G IF.

Q.E.D.

Corollary. DC satisfies (Rv).

Proof. In view of Lemma 2 and the fact that every element of a minimal

DC-cover must be join-irreducible, it suffices to redefine p(X) to be 0 for all

join-reducible A" in DC.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. £ is embeddable into /(DC).

Proof. For x e. L, define fix) = {A" G K\Xi(!í> ç (*]}. Using (ii) and (iii) it is

straightforward to check that fix) is an ideal of DC and that / is one-to-one and

meet-preserving. To complete the proof it suffices to show that for x and y in L,

fix Vy)C fix) Vfiy). If Z G fix V v) then Z(0> C (x y y], so by (iii), Ziw> C
(x\Jy] for all m. Since Z is finite, we can choose n sufficiently large that

ZCLX (ft} Let X = [[<*, «>]], and F = [[(y, n}]]. Then A" G fix), Y G/(v),

and Z C (x \/y] X (n) Ç X V Y. It follows that Z G/(x) V/OO, as required.

Q.E.D.
Finally we have

Theorem 2. Every transferable lattice satisfies (Rv).

Proof. If £ is transferable, then £ satisfies (SF), so the above lattice DC satisfies

(SF) and (Rv), and £ is embeddable into /(DC). By transferability, £ is embedda-

ble in DC, so by Theorem 1, £ satisfies (Rv).   Q.E.D.

Corollary. Every finite transferable lattice is sharply transferable.

Proof. It was shown in [6] that transferable lattices are semidistributive. A

theorem of Day (see [1]) shows that a finite semidistributive lattice satisfies (Rv) if

and only if it satisfies (RA). In [8] it was shown that a transferable lattice satisfies

(W). In view of the characterization in [7], the proof is complete.    Q.E.D.
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